
Theme Session

Join the live, worldwide show to hear the biggest news and 
announcements—and to unlock all the digital learning and networking 
options available to you. Don’t worry if you miss the live show, the links 
will still get you to the recordings after Ignite!

Jared Spataro 
Corporate Vice President, 
Modern Work

Re-energize your workforce in the office, at home, 
and everywhere in between

Session code:  TS03 
Date:  Wednesday, October 12, 2022    11:05 AM - 11:25 AM|

Engaged, empowered, employees are what will give organizations a competitive 
advantage in today’s shifting macroeconomic environment – and allow them to 
emerge stronger. Microsoft 365 is the cloud-first platform that helps 
organizations enable a digitally connected, distributed workforce to work in new 
ways while simplifying IT and reducing cost.

Primary Speaker

Caroline Stanford 
Director, Microsoft Teams 
Product Marketing

Into Focus

Karuana Gatimu

Primary Speaker

Into Focus Host

Jeff Teper 
President, Microsoft Collaborative 
Apps and Platforms

Microsoft Ignite Into Focus: Microsoft 365 and 
next-gen collaboration

Session code:  KEY08H 
Date:  Thursday, October 13, 2022    10:30 AM - 11:00 AM|

People are the key to any organization’s success, and in today’s world it is critical to re-
energize and empower your digitally connected and distributed workforce. Join Jeff Teper 
and Karuana Gatimu as they discuss the technical strategy underlying all the innovation 
coming from his Collaborative Applications and Platform division. Learn how Microsoft is 
infusing AI and the Metaverse into Microsoft 365 for the next generation of collaboration, 
custom applications, and workflow management.

Principal Product Management 
Manager, Microsoft Teams

Breakout Sessions

Nicole Herskowitz 
Vice President, Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Teams: Supercharge the who, where, 
and how of work

Session code:  BRK31 
Date:  Wednesday, October 12, 2022    12:00 PM - 12:30 PM|

With all work becoming increasingly hybrid, the post-pandemic era promises to be as disruptive 
as the pandemic itself.  Today, every organization needs a single integrated experience powered 
by data and automation that allows heterogenous teams to work smarter and collaborate 
seamlessly across locations, time zones, and devices. Join us to learn how Microsoft Teams 
supports collaboration and productivity at home, in the office, and everywhere in between.

Primary Speaker

Mahendra Sekaran 
Vice President, Product Management, 
Microsoft Teams

Pete Daderko 
Director, Micosoft Teams Product Marketing

Create rich connections and customer experiences with 
Microsoft Teams Phone and contact center capabilities 

Session code:  BRK33 
Date:  Thursday, October 13, 2022    2:00 PM - 2:30 PM|

Staying connected with colleagues, partners, and customers is more important than ever.  Join 
us to learn how Teams Phone and contact center capabilities for Teams can create richer 
communications, while helping organizations turn customer service into a team sport.  We'll 
share the latest updates on our mobility innovation, and discuss how customers - and we at 
Microsoft - are using Teams Phone's enterprise-grade calling.

Primary Speaker

From low code to pro code: building and buying 
collaborative apps to power an evolving workplace

Graham Sheldon 
Corporate Vice President of Product 
Management, Microsoft Teams

Miti Joshi 
Senior Program Manager

Paul Gildea 
Senior Product Manager

Sukhmani Lamba 
Product Manager, Microsoft Teams

Session code:  BRK32 
Date:  Wednesday, October 12, 2022    3:00 PM - 3:30 PM|

Join us to learn how organizations of every size and shape can unlock the creative 
power of their teams to remain focused, flexible, and agile. We’ll share how you can 
empower your people with the tools they need to build amazing apps that can 
power new workflow and collaboration patterns and integrate beautifully with Teams 
- without compromising security and compliance.

Ask the Experts

Stephen Rose 
Senior Product Marketing Manager, 
Microsoft Teams

Caroline Stanford 
Director, Microsoft Teams Product Marketing

Microsoft Teams: Supercharge the who, where 
and how of work

Session code:  CATE31H 
Date:  Wednesday, October 12, 2022    1:00 PM - 1:30 PM|

Join our experts as they answer your questions about Microsoft Teams

Pete Daderko 
Director, Microsoft Teams Product Marketing

Casandra Marrero 
Senior Product Marketing Manager, 
Microsoft Teams Phone

Create rich connections and customer 
experiences with Microsoft Teams Phone and 
contact center capabilities

Session code:  CATE33H 
Date:  Thursday, October 13, 2022    3:00 PM - 3:30 PM|

Join our experts as they answer your questions about Microsoft Teams

Ben Summers 
Director, Microsoft Teams Product Marketing

Jeremy Thake 
Principal Program Manager, Microsoft 365 Core

From low code to pro code: building and buying 
collaborative apps to power an evolving workplace

Session code:  CATE32H 
Date:  Thursday, October 13, 2022    10:00 AM - 10:30 AM|

Join our experts as they answer your questions about Microsoft Teams

On-Demand Sessions

Stephen Rose

Laurie Pottmeyer

Senior Product Marketing Manager, 
Microsoft Teams

Senior Product Manager, Community Lead, 
Microsoft Teams

Microsoft Teams best practices, tips and tricks 
from our experts

Session code:  OD19

Join a panel of our MVP Community real world experts to hear and see what the most impactful 
Teams features are for them and their customers. This demo packed session will cover both end 
user and IT pro focused features and functionality as well as best practices from real world usage.

Ilya Bukshteyn
Vice President, Microsoft Teams 
Calling and Devices

Harness the power of Teams Rooms and 
intelligent devices for immersive hybrid meetings

Session code:  OD15

You've heard about "intelligent" cameras, audio, and even new hardware form factors for the 
meeting spaces in your organization, but how will those devices power more immersive and 
effective hybrid meetings? And what role does Microsoft and Teams Rooms technology play? 
This session will showcase the latest and greatest from Teams Rooms and our certified device 
partners, including how to power step change experiences for rooms of all sizes, workstations, 
and wherever your employees are working.

Product Roundtables

Jamie Stark 
Principal Group Product Manager, 
Microsoft 365 Core

Evolving Teams Phone Administration

Session code:  PRT009 
Date:  Wednesday, October 12, 2022    12:00 PM - 1:00 PM|

Join us for an in-depth conversation around the roadmap for Teams Phone administration in 
Teams Admin Center!  In addition to having the opportunity to share your experiences around 
the operations, administration and management of Teams Phone, you'll get to hear directly 
from the Teams admin center engineering organization around the upcoming work designed to 
help admins everywhere have the best experience possible.

Shiraz Cupala 
Partner Group Product Manager, 
Microsoft Teams

Hybrid Workplace Collaboration across 
Meetings and more

Session code:  PRT010 
Date:  Thursday, October 13, 2022    11:00 AM - 12:00 PM|

New capabilities in Teams are enhancing how organizations can collaborate using asynchronous 
and synchronous communications. Getting work done involves conversations in chat and 
channels to prepare for meetings, real-time collaboration to co-create during meetings, and 
smart solutions to continue the dialogue after the meeting ends. Come to this roundtable with 
product leaders to share how your organization collaborates, what tools work well or don’t, and 
what you'd like to see in the future.


Arun Mehta
Partner Group Product Manager, 
Microsoft Teams

Arash Ghanaie-Sichanie 
Principal Group Product Manager, 
Microsoft Teams

Immersive and inclusive video and audio 
experiences for hybrid meetings

Session code:  PRT011 
Date:  Wednesday, October 12, 2022    3:00 PM - 4:00 PM|

To make hybrid meetings work we need to bridge the experience gap between people working 
remotely and those in the office by bringing more innovations in video, audio, and devices. 
Every meeting attendee, no matter what physical space they are in should feel heard and 
included. In this session we will discuss how to leverage technologies like AI, speech, people/
object/space identification and recognition, and intelligent audio and video to create new 
experiences that move us toward that goal.


Arvind Dutta

Beste Nazilli

Senior Product Manager, Microsoft Teams

Principal Design Manager, Microsoft Teams

A discussion on features in Microsoft Teams to 
help your team collaborate asynchronously

Session code:  PRT008 
Date:  Wednesday, October 12, 2022    2:00 PM - 3:00 PM|

Join this session to learn about how distributed teams can collaborate asynchronously via our new 
features. Provide your feedback to help Microsoft improve the new collaboration features, such as, 
Video clip that enables users to create, share and play short videos directly from Teams chat.

Tomas Chladek

Nick Kramer

Product Manager, Microsoft

Principal Product Manager, Microsoft Teams

Add chat and calling capabilities into any application

Session code:  PRT007 
Date:  Thursday, October 13, 2022    10:00 AM - 11:00 AM|

Microsoft allows developers to integrate chat and calling capabilities as Teams users into any 
application through Azure Communication Services and Microsoft Graph API. You can incorporate 
collaboration into your line-of-business applications or develop products that leverage the Teams 
platform for cooperation within an enterprise. Join us for a discussion and help us shape the future 
of our offering to support your needs to embed Teams capabilities into your app.

Technical Deep-dive

Karuana Gatimu

Governance & Security Practices for Microsoft 365, 
including Microsoft Teams, Viva and Loop guidance

Session code:  BRK219H 
Date:  Thursday, October 13, 2022    3:00 PM - 3:45 PM|

Frictionless, managed governance for Microsoft 365 Groups is essential to providing a seamless 
collaboration and communications experience that your employees will love. Leveraging the 
capabilities of Microsoft 365 will ensure that your data is safe and well managed by your IT 
professionals.  Understand the options for guided self service provisioning, classification, 
reporting, auditing and lifecycle management that will impact Microsoft Teams, Microsoft Viva, 
Microsoft Loop, Planner and other Microsoft 365 services. This session will have a special focus 
on recent capability updates and include guidance for team/channel configuration and 
management.

John Gruszczyk
Senior Product Marketing Manager, 
Microsoft Teams & Platform

Principal Product Management Manager, 
Microsoft Teams

Zoe Hawtof

Tulsi Keshkamat

Product Marketing Manager, 
Microsoft Teams & Platform

Group Product Manager, 
Microsoft Frontline

Quickly deploy your frontline workforce at scale 
with Microsoft 365 and Teams

Session code:  OD21

Don't leave your frontline workkforce behind in your digital transformation journey. Get faster 
time to value with simple deployment and management tools that let you do more with less.



Consolidate management needs across your entire workforce while still using purpose-built 
tools and a pre-pinned experience to deploy and manage frontline workers at scale.
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